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ABSTRACf 

The Katta II area is situated in the western wonega, about 7 km east of the Nejo two. This 

area belongs to the Nejo series metasedimentry metavolcanic and intrusive rocks of the 

Upper Proterozoic metamorphosed in the greenschist facies. Phyllite, different types of 

schists including graphitic schist, quartzjte, gossaniferrous and metavolcanic are the prevalent 

rock types in Katta II. 

A large number of geological investigation and borehole dri1Iing in Katta II were canied out 

in the years between 1970 and 1982. As a result, occurrences of copper, zinc, lead, gold and 

cobalt are reported. 

The purpose of this paper is mainly to outline the concepts of using integrated geophysical 

data to delineate the position of structural features and identifY the base metal mineralization 

zone and thereby determining the most probable locations of economic importan.:e. For this 

purposes reevaluation of the existing IP/resistivity data and detailed magnetic and EM 

surveys were done. The results of the qualitative interpretation are presented and discussed 

in relation to the available geological, geochemical and borehole information. The 

interpretation is made on the bases of experimental, theoretical, and field model curves. 

Preliminary results show that shear structures control the mineralization. The investigation 

further indicates that the abundance of graphitic schist in the study area causes serious 

interpretational problem._ 

For thorough understanding of the anomalous zones and their qualitative description, 

frequency domain IP, gravity, radiometric surveys and quantitative interpretation of the 

magnetic data are proposed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Previous works, purpose of investigation 

and method of approach 

Reports indicate that an Italian Group was prospecting for gold in the vicinity of Nejo 

before world war n (Wahl, 1982). Even so, interest in Katta area has actually begun to 

grow in late 60's and early 70's after UN mineral surveyors found out geochemical 

anomalies of Cu, Zn and Ni minerals. Since then, the area has met a mixed fortune to be 

closely watched by several geologists and geochemists. Fairly large numbers of works, 

more than 20 in number, have been canied out in the years between 1970 and 1982; 

thnost all of which were geological and geochemical in nature. For the better 

understanding of the level of mineralization, few boreholes were sunk on Katta-ll area 

and the log interpretations for the core samples are presented (Belay, 1978; Tilahun, 

1980; Ball, 1982). Though limited in number, geophysical reports are also available. The 

UNDP Mineral Exploration Programs in Ethiopia conducted extensively a two stage 

geophysical reconnaissance swvey between 1976 and 1980 (Wahl, 1982). 

In the first stage, IPlResistivity surveys were earned out during the field season 1976--

1977 using dipole-dipole electrode configuration at 100m electrode spacing. Magnetic 

survey at 20m picket interval was also undertaken during the same field season to study 

the nature of the conducting wnes and the regional geological and structural pattern. 
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The second stage of the recormaissance survey continued in the 1979-1980 field season. 

During this period, More detailed Self·Potential SUlVeys along 6 profiles and 

IPlResistivity surveys, using a 3·pole (pole-dipole) configuration, along profiles 200S, 

300S and 400S (Fig. 4) executed to cover both the previously delineated IP and 

geochemical anomaly zone in Kana n. In this survey, successful use of integrated 

geophysical methods brought out significant exploration outcomes. 

In general, the works done at all levels have been extensive and the time and financial 

resource devoted were estimated to be quite large. The research result so far 

accomplished is, however, by no means conclusive enough. A number of geological maps 

are available for the area, but none of them seem complete and disparities in a number of 

geological facts exist among themselves. Beyond qualitative assessment of individual 

nature, no research work has yet been tried to outline the level of mineralization and 

structural setup of the area by compiling and correlating all available data in one set. 

The complex geology of the area coupled with uncoordinated work of engaging in similar 

undertakings mainly accounts for the incomplete knowledge about the area. The problem 

has become even worsen, when the trend of tectonics zones are delineated solely from 

geological and geochemical considerations without having enough exposures in such 

structurally complicated area. Nevet1heless, relatively better geological and geochemical 

information is available while very little is known about geophysical signatures of the area. 

As a step towards making up for this gap, this study is concerned with: 
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-the application of integrated geophysical methods to examine and map the subsurface 

structure of the Katta n locality and 

-to investigate the association of the base metal with these geological settings. 

To accomplish the stated objectives, a two phase extensive investigation has been 

performed. In the first phase, a preliminary desk study concentrate on reviewing and re

evaluation of the available geological, geochemical and geophysical infonnation up to 

reprocessing, reinterpretation and correlation of the results with the geological and 

borehole data of already existing IPlResistMty and magnetic data. This initial phase also 

includes designing of detailed EM and magnetic sutvey along selected profiles that require 

further investigation in the Katta n. The area was chosen not only on considering the re

revaluation result but also on the fact that it is reasonably wen documented through 6-

diamond drill holes and their core log intlrpretation. 

Field SUtvey, processing and interpretation of the newly acquired data, and integrated 

interpretation of the entire results was IUldertaken in the second phase of the research 

work. Evaluation regarding the usefulness of the methodologies in detecting and 

delimiting the ore bodies and the structural zones with effectiveness, level of correlation 

and correspondence, etc., is outlined based on results of this study. 
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2. GEOLOGY 

2.1 Location, Accessibility and Morphology 

Katta II district, which covers an area of about 2.5 sq.km,. is located 7 1crn east of Nejo 

town in western Wonega (Fig-I). The area is situated in the Ethiopian highlands at 

elevations of about 1800 to 2000 m above sea leve~ and is drained by a network of 

narrow tn'butaries of the Dina River. Steeper hills and narrow valleys cover the area. 

Thick overburden, composed of red and reddish brown lateritic soil, mainly occupy the 

section between the top of the hills and the bottom of the valleys. The town of Nejo at a 

distance of SIS from Addis Ababa, is accessible by an all-whether road partially with 

asphalt up to Nekemte. But one can reach to the survey are:J which is 7 1crn from Nejo, 

fonowing older cleared tracks by four-wheel drive car during the dIy season only. The 

area is very sparsely populated and the topography is rugged and highly dissected by a 

number of streamlines rendering it difficult to grmmd geophysical survey. 

2.2 Regional Geology 

The Pan-Afiican system of mobile zones from late Proterozoic to early Paleozoic 

comprises of the longer region of tectono-thermal activity covering much of northeast 

Afiica that extends from the northern end of Red sea to Ethiopia, including the 

neighboring Arabian Shield. The region is right along strike of the Pan-Afiican 

Mozambique Belt and is a direct continuation of it (parle, 1995). The Mozambique Belt 

contains large areas of older continental basement yielding Archean to mid-Proterozoic 
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ages and is variably affected by the Pan-African deformation and metamorphism with 

ages ranging from C. 950 to 550 Ma. The rock assemblages in the Mozambique belt in 

the East African sector consist of granitoid gneisses with widespread and abundant 

intercalations of metasediments including quartzites, marbles, and graphitic pelites-The 

metasedimentary assemblage as a whole probably represents a continental shelf sequence 

with an original eastward facies changing from near shore sands to deep-water 

limestones, resting on older granitoid basement now transformed to gneiss. To the north, 

however, contemporaneous rocks of the Arabian-Nubian shield are largely obscme<i by 

thick volcanic sequences and related intrusivs of calcalkaline character that blanket much 

of the area (Camp, 1984). This together with scattered occurrences of ophioli1ic 

lithologies initiated several workers to interpret the region on the 1ight of tectonic models 

in spite of the disputing role of plate tectonic process in Precambrian time. 

The Pan-African tectonothermal activity represents a period from c. 1200 Ma to c. 450 

Ma BP, that is, from mid Proterozoic to lower Paleozoic, and divides into periods each 

marked by an orogenic event. Gass referred to them as lower, middle and upper Pan

African (park, 1995). The older rocks of the Lower Pan-African are of the middle 

Proterozoic (between 1200 Ma BP and 900 Ma BP) metasedimentary quartzites overlain 

by thick sequences of basalts and basaltic andesites with oceanic affinities intercalated 

with graywacke carbonates and charts. The Middle Pan African orogeny (between 900 

Ma and 660 Ma) is marked by bulk plutonic rocks of gabbroic-to-granitic composition 

that often form N-S to NE-SW trending broad linear zones. These zones are interpreted 

as the roots of volcanic island arcs. On the other hand, a series of unmetamorph08ed and 
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undeformed silicic volcanic and volcanoclastic sediments represent the upper Pan African 

igneous rocks of the region. 

Outcrops of older continental crust in Ethiopia have been identified in four areas 

(Kazmin, 1971). In his study of the stratigraphical subdivision of Precambrian deposits in 

southern and western Ethiopia, Kazm.in recognized three main lithological complexes 

referred to as the lower, middle and upper. Most of the western part of Wollega region 

fOIl\18 part of the upper complex that comprises of very thick succession of geosynclinal 

fomtalions marked by comparatively light metamorphism, restricted granitization and a 

specific type of structure. Part of the Birbir Series of the upper complex in which Katta is 

situated, consists of chlorite and sericite schists with interbedded quartzites, graphitic 

rocks, acid and basic volcanics and siliceous rocks. Iron-bearing quartzites as well as 

intraformational conglomerates are also reported. These rocks are followed by a thick 

units of phyllites, sometimes containing fine grained kyanite and staurolite, with 

interbedded biotitized sandstones and quartzites. 
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2.3 LOCAL GEOWGY 

Different people have tried to describe the Geology of Katta area at various times 

(Tilahun, 1980; Soukhoroukov, 1982, etc). However, a relatively complete description of 

Katta n area, parlicular interest of this study, is given by Soukhoroukov. The map on 

Fig. 3 shows the simplified geological sketch of the Katta n area adapted from the 

geological map of Abo-Kami-Katta area compiled by Soukhoroukov. Katta n, located 

about 7 kIn east of Nejo, belongs to the Nejo Series metasedimentary metavolcanic and 

intrusive rocks of the Upper Proterozoic metamorphosed in the greenschist facies (Ibid). 

From field observations as wen as from previous geological and geochemical findings 

phyllite, schist, quartze, metavolcanic rocks and gossan are the prevalent rock types of 

Katta n. 

Three varieties of phyllites outcrops so far recognized in the area are conglomeratic, 

tuffaceous and graphitic phyllites (soukhoroukov, 1982). Quartzite ridges lying 

comformably with the general strike were encountered in several places within phylli1es, 

green schists and quartz-sericite schists. Passing to the northwest edge of Katta n and 

south of Katta basalt hill (Fig. 3) the area is covered by outcrops of schists overlaying the 

intrusive body. Outcrops of metadiorite and metagranodiorite intrusives that presumably 

belong to one big intrusive unit are found along lhe streams. Gossanif'erous schists also 

outcrop along the western margin of the greenschiBts, east of Katta n. Geochemical 

SUIVeying along this zone brought out copper mineralization as high as 3200 PPM, and 

indicated a definite strike pattern over a length of about 300 meters (Wahl, 1982). 
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The drilling carried out at Katta IT has added a great deal of infOllnation about the 

subsurface geology. Belay (1978), Tilahun (1980), Ball (1982) have given log 

interpreWion on selected samples. Particularity, Tilahun, in his MSc Thesis, has given the 

run treatment for five bore hole core logging results, their stratigraphic correlation, 

petrographic studies of the rocks and orebodies, and depth variation in mineralogy. 

Accordingly, repetitive succession of different units of simi1ar lithologies have been 

obtained from petrographic studies. In general, varieties of phyllites and schists of 

different composition and structure and intrusive bodies were encountered in succession 

comprising dominantly of schits. 

The nature of mineralization in the Katta area has been classified as syngenetic and 

epigenetic types (Tilahun, 1980). In the syngenetic type, stratifonn mineraliz.W.on occurs 

mainly within a sericite chlorite schist unit and is fonned in island arc er, vironments in 

which much of the volcanism was submarine. In the epigenetic type, mineralization is 

fonned as a result of remobilization, recrysta1ization and concentration of the already 

existing minerals. They are vein and disseminated type and supposed to be the main type 

of mineralization in the area. 

The rocks have undergone different episodes of intense penetrative defonnation resulting 

in folding and faulting (Tilahun, 1980; de wit, 1977). The effect of folding in phyllites, 

which mainly fonn the rocks of the KaUa area, is recognized as anticlinal structure, 

plunging south. Folds of different amplitude, western 65°.30° dip and submeridian 

10°.34° strike, were observed in phyllites and greenschists (Soukhoroukov, 1982). 
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3. IP AND RESISTIVITY SURVEYS 

3.1 An overview of the base metal mineralization and 

Geophysical prospecting 

The art of prospecting for suitable metallic minerals from carefully selected sites to make 

tools and weapons have begun since stone age. Gold, copper, bronze, silver, and later 

iron are the earliest metals used to produce tools, weapons and ornaments during the 

advent of the ancient civilization in Egypt, Mesopotamia, China and elsewhere. But, 

consumption was significantly increased after industrial revolution. Even so, the use of 

base metals during most of the 19111 Century was extremely low by present day standards. 

After the tum of the present century, industrialization spread rapidly and this created an 

increasing demand for the traditional base metals like copper, tin, lead and zinc. There 

was also an increased use of the new base metals, nickel and aluminum, as a result of an 

increased application, as a major structural metal, replacing steel in many of its traditional 

roles; in electrical industry, aircraft industry, domestic appliance manufacture and 

packaging. 

To meet this rising demand for base metals in industry, it would be necessary to make a 

continual search for a new deposits and extensions to those which have so far been in 

use. This will in effect demand the use of more efficient and cost effective exploration 

techniques. Application of integrated geophysical methods, which have been in great 
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stride of growth and development in instrumentation, field technique, and interpretation, 

have proven useful and accurate in discovering the majority of the world base metal 

mines. Before reviewing the use of geophysical methods in prospecting for base metal 

deposits, it is necessary to describe and discuss the general features and types of stratified 

sulphide deposits as a good knowledge of these is essential in designing geophysical 

exploration program in search of deposits of this type. 

The sulphide minerals are of primary importance in base metal exploration since they 

include metallic ore minerals that are principal sources of copper, zinc, lead and nickel. 

They occur in various geological settings as a result of different geological processes. 

Though there seems to exist two classes of thoughts on the origin of formative solutions, 

the general mechanisms for the formation of post magmatic base metals follow a natura! 

sequence of the cooling of hydtothenna1 solutions which arise as a result of 

differentiation from magma containing rather average quantities of the base metals and 

water, a sufficiently high concentration of chloride and sufficient sulfur to precipitate 

(Holland, 1972). 

Volcanic associated stratified sulphide deposits that are very profitable to exploit are 

typically lenticular to sheetlike in shape and broadly stratifomt and are often composed of 

pyrite, pyrrhotite, with less amount of chalcopyrite, sphalerite and galll1ll\; and chalcocite. 

Arsenopyrite and magnetite may also be present in minor amount (William et at, 1995). 

Different authors have classified these ore bodies in different major groups on the bases 

of composition, age and lithological association. Some also object the division and 

consider them to be part of one continuous spectrum. Since the division can readily 
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render summary description of the deposits in useful form for exploration purpose, 

punruing the classification will have practical significance. 

The first group is the Cu-Zn type which is further divided into two subgroups. The 

primitive type, which constitutes the first subgroup, is mainly developed in the Archean 

green-stone belts. They often OCC\U' within the upper more felsic portion of basaltic to 

rhyolitic volcanic piles in a Hmited stratigraphic horizon. The second subgroup is 

associated with the early part of the main calc-alkaline stage of island arc formation. 

Those occur in successions of mafic volcanic in complex structural settings characterized 

by thick greywacke sequences. They are typified by deposits in the age range from early 

Proterowic to Paleowic. The cuperious pyrite type in copper rich, lead deficient areas 

are found in association with basic volcanic piles in the form of ophiolites and presumably 

formed at oceanic or back arc spreading. They are of Phanerozoic age. The last group, 

but not least, is the pb-2Il-CU type. This group, often carrymg gold and silver, is generally 

associated with bimodal suits, tholeiitic basalts, ca1ealkaline lavas and pyroclastics. 

Members of this group are formed in geologic age range from early Proterozoic to 

Phanerozoic (Holland, 1972; William et at, 1995). 

While describing the syngenetic and epigenetic nature of sulphidle mineralization in Katta, 

Tilahun (1980) has mentioned that the former created the latter type as a result of late 

metamorphism and supergene remobilization. The morphologies of the orebody, the ore 

environment and geological time in which the syngenetic deposits were formed, are highly 

related to the Cu-Zn type of hydrothermal sulfide deposits mentioned earlier. For further 

information on the sulphide mineralization in Katta II, the reader is referred to a detailed 

discussion by Tilahun (1980). These deposit types mostly exhibit consistent mineralogical 
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ZOl1Jltion. In the first type, sediment of pyrite tuffite zone that is generally emiched in 

sphalerite is formed on top of pyrite-sphalerite mineralization. Passing stratigraphically 

downward follow a mineralized zone of banded pyrrhotite--pyrite-<:halcopyrite-sphalerite 

orebodies underlain by concentrated chalchopyrite with pyrritotite--pyrite+magne1ite at the 

bases of the massive sulphide lens (Holland, 1972; William et a1, 1995). 

Subsurface geological information is effectively acquired from surface measurements of 

physical properties in several ways. By the same token, the nature of mineral deposits and 

structural patterns can be examined by studying the response of these materials to 

artificially and naturally applied fields. These diagnostic responses can be effectively 

utilized to delineate mineralized zones, distinguish the nature of mineralization in grade 

and size, outline the structure of rocks and intrusives and course of tectonic zones, etc. 

Geophysical methods not only accomplished these but also are more rapid an:1 useful for 

successful planning, remove heavy physical labor, preserve the natural environment from 

damage, etc. Regardless of the stated advantages, it is impossible to study every square 

kilometer of a vast area by geophysical methods. This would be too expensive and time 

consuming. Geophysical exploration program for base metal mineralization should, 

therefore, be guided by prospecting criterion which directly or indirectly suggest the 

presence of the required deposit. Under prospecting criterion, geology, geochemistry, 

mining history if it ever exists, and by and large the physical property contrast between 

the ore body sought and the host rock should be given due considerations in order to 

delimit the area of interest and choose the geophysical methods appropriate for the 

specific exploration program at hand. In this evaluation program, all available relevant 
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data that have been acquired for various reasons should be recvalualeil, reprocessed, 

interpreted. 

The methods in geophysical exploration that are found highly effective when base metals 

are being sought are the electrical and magnetic methods. In electrical methods, the fact 

that the mineralized zones have low resistivity, high conductivity and high IF effect are 

used as a criterion in exploration. However, the use of the magnetic method for base 

metal exploration uses the magnetic ore environment as a marker or useful pathfinder in 

the search for sulphide minerals. Certain types of magnetic ores, especially magnetite, 

ilmenite, and pynhotite are found in association with sulphide deposits that produce 

distortions in the earth's magnetic field. While interpreting magnetic anomalies, it is 

necessary to note that many geological structures, faults, contact zones, igneous intrusives 

other than ore bodies can produce magnetic anomalies. 

In the following subsequent sections, We shall fC\.iew the electrical and magnetic methods 

of geophysical prospecting employed to study the base metal mineralization in Katta II in 

more detail with particular emphasis on the field data acquisition, processing and 

interpretation. 

3.2 Re-evaIuation of IF and Resistivity data 

3.2.1 Introduction 

This work is party concerned with reprocessing and reinterpretation of the existing 

geophysical data acquired between the years 1976 and 1977 by Ethiopian Institute of 

Geological Survey (E.I.G.S.) UN Mineral Exploration Program in Ethiopia. Preliminary 
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desk study, before the actual field work began, was canied out to review literature and 

coordinate the existing IPlResistivity data in order to identitY and localize the target areas. 

These areas should then be further tested in detail by approPliate geophysical methods. 

An attempt was also made to obtain some idea about the magnetic properties of the area 

from the 1 :10,000 scale magnetic contour map prepared by the same Institute and also to 

use geological and geochemical maps. 

In the re-evaluation program, a total of 14 profiles of IPlResistMty data are reprocessed, 

regridded, smoothed and plotted in variety offorms, and reinterpreted. 

3.2.2 Elements of IPlResistivlty surveying 

3.2.2.1 The IP m·~tbod 

Though early work by Schlumberger to describe the chemical basis of the IP 

phenomenon dated back to 1920 (Keller et aI, 1979), IP as a prospecting method was 

first put to practical use about 30 years after this early effort (Scott et aI, 1969). The 

phenomenon of induced polarization is extremely complex and has not yet been 

completely understood. Nevertheless, certain facts have been established as a result of 

quite large numbers of research works carried out in the field of electrochemistry and 

most notably in geophysics. Particularly, after Bleil , who rescued the method from 

oblivion, a great deal of theoretical and experimental research works have been done to 

study the different facet of IP phenomenon and factors influencing the polarization of 

minerals and rocks. As a result, many great advancements in instrumentation, 

interpretation, and in dealing with the noise problem caused by electromagnetic coupling. 
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Possibly the most inspiring improvements have been made in instrumentation with the 

advent of microprocessors. High quality IP data are nowadays efficiently conected using 

microprocessor controned multichannel receivers. Data processing and interpretation are 

routinely accomplished with the aid of computer programs. 

Since silicates and carbonates that mainly constitute most rocks in the ground are classed 

as insulators, the electric current in the ground is chiefly controned by conductors and the 

electrolytes present in the pores of rocks. However, when clay and conductive minerals 

are present dispersed in the electrolyte host medium, a system of fluid-conductor interface 

is formed in the contact between the ionically conducting fluid and the solid mineral grain 

in which the conduction mechanism is basically electronic in nature. At these interfaces 

either of the fonowing two phenomena can occur: If the mineral is conductive, charge 

transfer across the interface can takepJace only when electrochemical reaction such as 

oxidation-reduction occurs, or when an external electric field is applied the transport of 

cations and anions in the interphase region near the metal- electrolyte interface will 

involve both drift and diffusion flux density. The flow of ions to or from the conductor

electrolyte interface causes an excess or deficit of inactive ions to accumulate, since the 

metal is neither a source nor a sink for these ions. These inactive ions are loosely held to 

the metallic particles by image forces, and concentration gradients build up which oppose 

the migration of these ions due to electric fields. Besides the inactive anions and cations, a 

minor concentration of active cations is assumed to exist in the electrolytic medium and 

the electric fields at the electrolyte-metal interface cause these to engage in 

electrochemical reactions making possible charge transfer across the interface (Wong, 

1979). If the mineral grain has a net structural charge imbalance, on the other hand, 
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excess ions congregate in the solution near the mineral surface. This owes its origin to the 

presence of clay particles. The surface of clay particles are commonly negatively charged 

and thus adsorb an excess of positive ions in the surface of a clay aggregate to fann what 

is often referred as the double layer that is comprised of the fixed negative charge on the 

clay particles and the mobile positive charge in this solution layer adjacent to the grain. 

Polarization is therefore attnbuted to either the presence of interfaces between zones of 

electronic and ionic conduction which is referred to as electrode polarization or to the 

presence of zones of unequal ionic transport properties that gave rise to membrane 

polarization. Sulfide minerals and graphites are sources of electrode polarization; while 

clays and ziolltes are sources of membrane polarization (Hearst et aI, 1985). 

Thus, the electrolyte-conductor interface has an impedanct that is dependent on the 

electrochemical reactions and on the transport of reactive ions to feed these reactions. 

The electrochemical analysis of electrode impedance in planar geomelIy in ore bodies 

have been discussed by many authors in the field of electrochemislIy and geophysics. It is 

found that the impedance of planar metallic electrodes immersed in electrolytic solution 

are frequency dependent or dispersive. For cases in which the rates of the charge transfer 

reactions at the metal-electrolyte interface are determined by the diffusion of active ionic 

species to the reaction sites at the interface, the dispersive impedance involve a 

component whose magnitude is proportional to the inverse square root of frequency 

(Warburg impedance or diffusion impedance.). However, because this geomelIy is 

unrealistic for the case of ores containing disseminated mineralization, the results are not 

directly applicable to the iP effect encountered in exploration geophysics. 
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J. Wang (1979) has considered a spherical conducting sphere to study the impedance 

mechanism on a better physical model and based on electrochemical principle and 

electrical potential theory. Despite the simplification, a number of interesting and 

important results are obtained along with emphasizing the low frequency dispersion in the 

resis1Mty. It is found that the conductivity and resis1Mty spectra calculated from this 

electrochemical model do account very much for the experimental data obtained from 

laboratory measurements on synthetic metalliferous ores. 

In his theory of a single electronicaJly conducting spherical particle residing in an 

electrolytically conducting continuum, Wang has established a formula for the electric 

dipole moment associated with the sphere that consists of a constant term and a 

frequency dependent part. The constant term represents the dipole moment of a perfectly 

conducting sphere in the uniform external field, whereas the frequency dependent 

contribution is due to electronic charge in the metallic sphere that are images of the ionic 

space charge on the electrolyte side of the phase boundaIy. He descnbes the simi!arity to 

the classical two plate cspacitor as "The two layers of charge, one on each side of the 

metal-electrolyte interface, can be considered to be similar to the two plates of capacitor. 

However, because of charge transfer reactions involving minor constituents in the ionic 

space charge, the double layers of charge behave more like an imperfect cspacllilr which 

leaks change. Moreover, the charging to the interface is determined by the mass transport 

of ions to replace the leaked charge and supply active ions for the charge transfer 

reaction" . 
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grains. A number of findings including the fonowing characteristics common to all 

specimen were reported: 

1. The clwgeability is nearly constant between current densities of 0.01 and 0.1 

p.Alcm.sq. 

2. The chargeability decreases by about 20 percent per decade increase in current density 

between 1 and 100 microA/cm.sq. 

3. There is no indication in any of the curves that chargeability will not continue to 

decrease with increase in current density, and 

4. The background effect was indistinguishable in ita decay foon from the IP effect due 

to the sulfides. 

The interrelation of chargeability, resistivity, porosity, sulfide content and sulfide grain 

sizt, for low current density is investigated by averaging over identical specimen with a 

given sulphide content and grain size. It becomes obvious that sulfide content and the 

grain size are the controlling factors in determining the chargeability of the specimens, 

with the fine grains being more polarizAble than the large grains, and chargeability are 

approximately proportional to sulphide content However, no clear correlation exis18 

between chargeability and resistivity or porosity. For current density greater than 

Ip.Alcm.sq chargeability decreases as current density increases, regardless of the 

specimen parameters. However, individual decay ~ show no obvious change in 

shape or rate of decay with increasing current density. The effect is apparent only as a 

change in amplitude. The background chargeability observed in quartz-loaded specimen 

had the same dependence on current density as the sulphide particle po1arization. The 

background chargeability increases with increasing quartz grain size. This is opposite to 

the relationship for metallic particles. 
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shape or rate of decay with increasing clUTen! density. The effect is apparent only as a 

change in amplitude. The background chargeability observed in quartz-loaded specimen 

had the same dependence on CWTent density as the sulphide particle polarization. The 

background chargeability increases with increasing quartz grain size. This is opposite to 

the relationship for metallic particles. 

The concept of chargeability as postulated by Seigel involves the monitoring of the 

decaying volUlge after the CWTent is switched off (Keary et a1, 1984). The theoretical 

chargeability M is thus defined as the area beneath the decay curve over a certain time 

interval normalized by the steady-state potential difference. That is 

1 £1 M =~ Vp(t)t1 
yO II 

where Vc is the steady state volUlge during the current flow, and Vp(t) is the polarization 

voltage over a certain time interval (h-tl ). 

3.2.2.2 Resistivity method 

The feasibility of using resistivity method in base metal exploration is based on the well-

marked resistivity contract between the ore bearing formation and the host rock. Most 

rock forming minerals are insulators and, as rocks are not formed of minerals alone, their 

resistivities are generally determined by the porosity of the rock, minera1ization of the 

pore-electro1yte, temperature, pressure and to some extent by the mineralogical 

composition of the rocks. However, in most conductive minerals, graphite and notably 

base metal sulphides except sphalerite, conduction takes place by the flow of mobile 

electrons and such minerals are characterized by low resistivity. The resistivity of ore 

formation is thereby a function of both the amounts of conductive minerals present and 
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the mode in which they are distnbuted in the ore. When they form a continuous 

interconnected network so that there should be no discontinuity in the current flow, the 

rock resistivity will be reduced to a very low value. Thus, while massive volcanic 

associated sulphide ores or hydrothermal and skarn deposit types have low resistivity; 

porphyry copper ores, cupriferous sand stones and impregnation ores, where the 

individual grains of conductive minerals are not in contact with each other, aquire 

relatively higher resistivity and become less amenable to resistivity prospecting or most of 

geophysical methods (Kuzvart et a1, 1979). 

The simplest approach in dealing with apparent resistivity measurement in resistivity 

prospecting is to consider the case of a homogeneous isotropic earth model. If the current 

electrodes are designated by A and B , and the potential electrodes by M and N, the 

equation for the apparent resistivity in homogeneous isotropic earth for this four electrode 

systems is given by 

p = 2IT (um- un) 
a 1 1 1 1 I 
-----+-
AM BM AN BN 

= K I1.U 
I 

where AM, AN, BM, and BN are distances between the current and potential electrodes, 

Um and Un are the electrical potentials at points M and N respectively, I is the electrical 

current, P. is the apparent resistivity and K is the Geometric Factor (KeUer et at, 1979). 
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In the polar dipole-dipole system, when the separation between both pairs of electrodes is 

the same, say 'a', and the distance between the two innermost electrodes is 'na' the 

expression for the geome1ric factor will be 

K 2TI 
1 1 1 1 
----- +---
no a-na a+na 2a+na 

= 1tll(n+ 1 Xn+2)a 

and hence, for the apparent resistivity, we have 

pa= nn(n+lXn+2)a (6~) 

3.3 Data acquisition, processing and interpretation 

3.3.1 Survey lay-out and field procedure 

The plan map showing positions of the profiles, drill holes and the gossan zone is given in 

Fig. 4. Though a total of 14 profiles are incorporated in the re-evaluation work, only 9 

profiles lying in Katta II area are indicated in the figure. Measurements for both 

chargeability and apparent resistivity were obtained by using the polar dipole-dipole 

electrode configuration with a fixed electrode spacing of 100m and dipole spacing 'n' 

res1ricted in the range of 1 to 8. For rapid sequential acquisition of multiple spacing data 

and for reducing the labor of moving the current electrode and other survey instruments, 

for each increased spacing, five current electrode arrays at a fixed inter-electrode spacing 

of 100m have been employed. This arrangement permits the electrodes to be connected 

in various dipole-dipole configurations so do the dipole spacing 'n' to vary from 1 to 8. 

Current was generated by a 2.5 kw lPC-7 Scintrex transmitter, and lPlResistivity was 
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measured by an IPR-8 Scintrex receiver. Only three time integral slices were taken and 

normalized automatically by the instrument to obtain the chargeability at each station. The 

three segments (slices) have 2-second total integration time, and the DC-pulse duration 

an~ the current-offtime were both kept at two seconds (Kuznetsov). 

It has been indicated that intensive and varying earth noise, externally unfavorable 

grounding condition, insufficient polarizing current was a serious problem (Ibid). In order 

to alleviate some of these problems, two electrode pits of about 1.8 by 0.8 by O.S meters 

were dug across the lines at each electrode site and filled with corrosion resistant wire 

mesh screen or aluminum foil and water with common salt to provide effective 

grounding, and to enable to reduce the current electrode resistance. Porous pots prepared 

from water with a dilute copper sulphate solution were used as potential electrodes. 
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3.3.2 Data processing 

Both the IP and resistivi1y data are arranged in 2-dIDtensiorud 'pseudosection' and as 

multilevel plan map to display the horizontal and vertical variations in chargeability and 

apparent resistively. The conventional method introdo<:ed by HaIlof is appHed to produce 

the contours. According to this method, each values of the chargeabi1ity and apparent 

resistivity measured for each set of electrode positions are plotted at the intersection of the 

grid Hnes drawn through the two dipole centers. Each data point, assigned to a specific 

value of 'n', is by assumption related to a given effective depth of investigation. The 

result is thereby a qualitative picture of both vertical and horizontal variations in 

chargeability and apparent resistivity. Surface contour for each 'n' level is also 

constructed to examine the lateral variation, th ough this procedure introduces wrong 

information in the plan map because the most anomalous values usually do not overlie the 

causative body. To overcome this Hmitati<'1l,Fraser introduced a reduction technique for 

presentation of multilevel dipole-dipole data in a single surface contour that reflects all 

levels of the pseudosection (Fraser, 1981). According to his view the technique provides 

a quantitative picture of IP anomalies in their background or regional settings. The 

technique has been applied to contour the IPlResistivity data in plan map. 

The principle of this reduction technique is simple and straight forward. A simple 

averaging filter of triangular shape is first appHed to each level. In this process, the first 

level is unaffected, the average of two adjacent values is taken for the second leve~ three 

for the third leve~ etc. These average values, termed the "intermediate output," are then 

averaged again to yield the final output. 
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3.3.3: Interpretation 

The broad features of the observed chargeability and apparent resistivity space from 

pseudosections and different level plan maps may be summarized as follows: 

1. The possible anomalous zone is clearly delimited by gently dipping clusters of 

contours in two sides, one from east and the other form west of the baseline. These 

outward dipping contours are nearly symmetrical and plainly marked in most of the 

chargeability pseudosections. 

2. These features are suppressed due to insufficient data set in profiles 100N, 

300S,700S,900S,and1100S 

3. It is to be noted that the concentrated contours are restricted in extent; an indication 

for abrupt change in electrical properties. 

. 4. They also fail to fOim closed contours at the top. This together with the range of 'n' 

levels most of maximum responses are localized indiCi'tes the shallower depth of 

the anomalous zone. 

5. The chargeability response outside this zone on either of the sides falls offrapidly 

and maintains a minimum of 3 InS to 6 InS that represents the background effect. 

6. As shown on the resistivity pseudosection in Fig. 5, contours ofvery low resistivity 

correspond to the high chargeability zone. 

7. Outside this zone due east, a sharp discontinuity appears llllIIted by high gradient 

contours that distinguish the anomalous zone from highly resistive body. This is seen 

to best effect between the profiles 200N, and 200S. On the other hand, an effect 

from relatively deeper resistive body west of the anomalous zone starts to appear on 

profile 200S, then again on profile 400S and become conspicuous in the successive 

ones. This has been manifested through dome shaped contours of high resistivity at 
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the second or third n lwels. In general, buried causative bodies fail to show 

identifiable features for small values of n depending on their depth of burial 

8. The above situation has been taken to indicate the possible synforntal depression 

separating two highly resistive masses. 

9. A more serious problem is an excenent IPlResistivity response of graphite and pyrite 

disseminated within a wide zone of phyllite and schist, and thick weathered 

overburden of schist that have been altered almost to clay (Wahl, 1982). It is 

extremely difficult, if not impossible, to differentiate these causative bodies from 

sulphide minerals and hinder accurate interpretation on the result of the IP and 

Resistivity observations. 

When going on from a bird's eye view to a more detailed consideration, the contour maps 

reveal that most of the IPlResistivity features belonging to profile 200N are also ir.herent 

as common features to many of the remaining profiles. So, profile 200N is chosen to 

show the background lwei The term background level as used here may not mean an 

order of 16 ms chargeability and as low resistivity as 200 Ohm-m characterize the host 

rock. The term under discussion is used to mean that profile 200N would serve as a 

reference in order to delineate the most prominent anomalous zones. The plots shown in 

Fig.5(a) and Fig.6(a) are respectively apparent resistivity and chargeability pseudosections 

obtained for profile 200N that ran over -650 meters to 250 meters. The apparent 

resistivity and chargeability responses are variable from 200 Ohm-m to 2000 Ohm-m and 

3 ms to 6 ms, respectively. To the west of the base line, both the resistivity and 

chargeability show variations over short distances. In view of the disseminated nature of 

mineralization and highly weathered overburden condition reported in the area, the 
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variation is presumably due to the presence of graphite, clayey formation and dispersed 

mineralization associated with quartzite, greenschist, and phyllites, typical of the survey 

area. A fairly good correlation of an increase in apparent resistivity with decrease in 

chargeability and vice-versa is observed on their corresponding locations. To the east of 

the base Hne, on the other hand, the resistivity gradient remarkably increases and forms 

closed contours at the top and open at the bottom, except in the inner most ones. The 

area is correlated by low level chargeability effect in the IP pseudosection as shown in the 

Fig. 6(a). The dipole- dipole pseudosection along traverse 200N is thus characterized by 

low resistivity and high chargeablity zone between coordinates -650 m and 0 flanked on 

both sides by high resistivity correlated with low chargeability zone. The resistivity high is 

diagnostic of near smface basement rock, while the low resistivity zone with high 

chargeability response may be attributed to a synfonnal depression overlain by weathered 

metMedimentary rocks comprising graphite schist. 

Apparent resistivity and chargeability pseudosections for the fourteen profiles are 

respectively plotted on Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The plan map for the 7 level pseudosections is 

given in Fig. 7. The basement, mentioned with profile 200N, seems to fonow a definite 

direction and appears prominent up to profile 4OOS, except a discontinuity near by profile 

lOOS. There looks to exist a correlation between this body and the metagranodiorite 

indicated on the geological map of Fig. 3 of the Katta area. According to Soukhoroukov, 

these metavolcanic rocks, including the metadiorite, are the oldest rocks in the area and 

are considered to be the most deeply eroded strata. 
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It will be interesting enough to note a striking correlation of Fig. 3 with the resistivity plan 

map fig. 7 in delineating the East-West traversing shear zone nearby profile 100S. The 

zone may be categorized on Soukhoroukov's classification, under the 6ff-7cf NE 

trending fissures. The shear zone and the southward continuation of the resistive body are 

plainly shown in the resistivity plan maps. The nature of the IP response in this zone, 

however, remains smooth and unchanged. The reasons for the IP measurement missing 

this narrow fissure zone may be interpreted as either because of the complete absence of 

polarizing bodies or due to large dipole spacing used. But the latter is rather convincing 

than the former, since the low resistivity trace hnprinted at different levels of the 

resistivity plan map indirectly imply the presence of conductive bodies which from the 

geological and geochemical point of view of the area, are either sulfide associated mineral 

areas or graphite and clay particles composed of phyllites and schists. If this is the reason, 

an inference on the resolving power of the two geophysical methods in detecting narrow 

conducting bodies can be made within the frame work of the dipole configuration and 

identical electrode spacing used in the survey. 

Chargeability pseudosections for the 14-profiles are plotted on fig. 6. Peak values are 

recorded on all profiles; the prominent peaks in the range of 27-42 ms all lying between 

lines 100S and 700S. The anomaly on profile 400S is in good agreement with the 

geochemical result and ore mineraliZlltion established in Kate II. In this area...surface 

gossaniferrous body with definite strike pattern of SE-NW direction is exposed 40 to 60 

meters east of the base line. Geochemical sampling along this zone established copper 

values of as high as 3200 PPM (Wahl, 1982). And from drill hole No 3 (Azimuth 50°, 

Inclination-45°, assumed coordinates 392S/2E relative to the geophysical grid) a value of 
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2.86% Cu across IS. 24m was obtained (Ball, 1982). This borehole is the closest of all the 

boreholes drilled in Katta n to the surface gossan (see fig. 4). 

The lP pseudosection and plan map results together show at least five pronounced 

anomalous zones within Katta n locality. One lP anomaly zone that lies ID.3IinIy along 

profile 200S, about 105m east of the base line, extends up to profile l00S. The 

anomalous pattern show a peak value of 30ms at upper most level (shallower depth) and 

rapidly decreases to the background value at fourth level plan map. This zone is also very 

wen correlated with low apparent resistivity value of 100 Ohm-m at shallower depth. As 

detail SP and lPlResistivity Smvey results, caIUed out later on, show peak SP anomalous 

value of more than -300 mv and good lP response corroborated by low resisti\.ity value is 

obtained over this zone. But, in view of the very high potential gradient on either side of 

SP peak, and subsequent confumation obtabed from the s1ream section, it was deduced 

that the source of this anomalous zone is related to lens of graphite schist (Wam, 1982). 

Along the same profile 200S another anomalous body of rather restricted lateral 

dimension is found around 130 m east of the base Hne. It is situated within the lower level 

plan maps and attains peak values of 24 ms in the Slh and 6lh level. The third anomalous 

body is confined to shallower depth, 150m west of the base Hne, along profile 3OOS. It 

appears only in the third level plan map with peak valulLOf 30 ms and has restricted 

dimension like the earlier case. These anomalous zones are outHned by relatively low 

apparent resistivity values in the range from 100 to 400 Om. The presence of such small 

pockets of ore bodies are not unusual for an area where the main !llinera1mItion is 

supposed to be a result of remobilization process, established at Katta n. This view is 
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further strengthened by the parallel and sub-parallel trend of the anomalous zones to the 

main mineralization that will be discussed below. 

A number of evidences suggest that the gossan exposed near profile 4008 and subsequent 

Geochemical sampling results were the reason for the relatively full-fledged exploration 

work and borehole drilling carried out in this zone. The remaining anomalous zones, 

which have a wider region of more than 200 m coverage in Katta n and which lie 

between profiles 4008 and 6008 are situated in this area of fairly large geological, 

geochemical, geophysical and drill hole information. Along profile 4008 a two-level 

anomalous zone, one at shallower depth and the other at intermediate depth, lie within the 

interface between the near SlUface basement rock and the depression zone. The 

anomalies and the underlying topography reveal that 

1. The shallower anomaly is nearly on the eadg of the resiftivity relief. It is located 

between -250 m and -50 m stations and attains a maximum value of 42 rns. 

2. The deeper anomaly is located beneath the shallower anomaly and extends 

downward. It attains a peak chargeability of 36 ms. 

3. Likewise, the anomalies on profiles from 5008 to 11008 are confined in a similar 

manner and attain peak values of 36, 39, 42, 36, 36, and 36 rns in their respective 

order. 

4. There is, therefore, an obvious C01l):lation between these parallel peak patterns and 

the subsurface structure in the zone. 

The shallower anomaly, having limited depth extent, appears only in the second level plan 

map. This is anticipated to be an effect of eu mineralization intersected by the B.H. No 3 
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(see Fig. 4) though field observation pertaining to the locality suggests that graphite is also 

present. On the other hand, the deeper anomaly is related to the zone of scattered 

chalcopyrite-pyrite mineralization as reported from B. II No 4 (Ball, 1982). Thus, have 

they been proven viable, the anomalies in this zone could be economically attractive 

mineralization in terms of concentration and recovery so far classified as ore bodies. A 

report related to the self-potential (SP) S1l1Vey has also indicated that as high SP anomaly 

as -230 mv of 200 m strike length, is obtained along profile 400S east of the baseline 

(Wahl, 1982). 

To conclude, good IF responses have been obtained scattered over the anomalous zone; 

and the resistivity data has fairly distinguished several structural patterns. To study these 

zones in more detail, electromagnetic (EM) and magnetic measurements were made at 

shorter spacings. The results of these measurements will be outlined in the following 

section. 
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4: EM AND MAGNETIC SURVEYS 

4:1 httroduction 

In the re-eva1uation phase, a number of anomalous zones and subsurface structures have 

been identified on the result of the IPlResistivity survey. These zones were further tested 

and interpreted in detail. In this chapter the geophysical methods being employed for this 

extensive e=ination are discussed and new results are cited. These include identifying 

the fracture zones and detennining the mineralized areas based on further diagnosis of 

the magnetic and EM methods. 

The study of magnetic properties of rocks has several applications in applied geophysics. 

Measurements of local geomagnetic anomalies to outline subsurface structures and mark 

ore deposits are the principles applied as the basis of magnetic survey in this research 

work. In the first application, magnetic properties of rocks and the influence of tectonic 

zones on the quantity and distribution of magnetite in rocks play an important role to 

distinguish structural patterns. The second application, on the other hand, makes use of 

the spatial relationship that exists between stratiform base metal sulphides and magnetite 

formation. The absence of this association seems more of an exception than the rule, at 

least among volcanic associated massive sulphide deposits. Needless to say, the EM 

method best serves the purposes of the study, where metallic ores are being primarily 

sought As is well known, base metal bearing ores fall into the anomalous bodies with 

high electrical conductivity that produce strong secondary electromagnetic fields. 
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4.2 general principle 

Although most rock forming minerals are paramagnetic, certain rock types contain 

ferromagnetic minerals. The distribution of these magnetic minerals detennine the 

distortion level of the geomagnetic field in an area. Interpretations of the geomagnetic 

field distortion in either of the stated investigation work, however, require soood 

knowledge of the basic principles relating magnetic minerals to geological structures and 

to ore environment. A full discussion of this important issue is given by Grant (1984185). 

The article is a culling of materials from geological literature so organized that it can offer 

practical guidance to magnetic data interpretation in mineral exploration and to the study 

of geological structures. Summary of the basic ideas worthwhile to this particular study 

are outlined in the fonowing. 

All the common magnetic minerals, except for pyrrhotite, are within the Fe-Ti-O system. 

Some of the major magnetic minerals are magnetite, titanmagnetite, titanhematite, 

maghemite, pyrrhotite and native iron or Fe-Ni-Co alloys. Of these, magnetite is by far 

the most important in terms of aboodance and large magnetic susceptibilities. Thus, 

magnetic SUlVey, in practical terms, map magnetite distribution in rocks. The Other oxides 

of iron and titanium have, however, such small susceptibilities that their contnoution to 

magnetic anomaly can be ignored. Furthermore, magnetic susceptibility of rocks are 

found to be directly proportional to their magnetite content. But that magnetite is not an 

inert mineral, its reactions with the environment highly affect the magnetic properties of a 

rock. Moreover, it is a minor constituent that forms rarely more than one percent by 

volume and its variation level seldom correlated with lithological division. For these 

reasons, magnetic measurement alone could not be a reliable lithological tracer, or it can 
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tell one very little about the mineralogy of rocks. Nonetheless, apart from lithological 

distinction, quite many gro\U1d truths can be inferred from magnetic data. 

Therefore, to the useful end in magnetic interpretation, a good knowledge of the various 

factors that affect the magnetic properties of a rock has no option. Grand has cited local 

iron content, oxidation state, initial crystaIization environment, degree of metamorphism 

and silica saturation to be in the hierarchy of influencing factors. ht other words, these 

determine the magnetite content in a given lithologic unit. ht this regard, vastly more 

complicated mineralogy of rock magnetism is given relatively little importance. Besides 

these intrinsic rock properties, there are certain exogenous conditions that tend to increase 

or decrease magnetization of rocks. Mechanical deformation, repeated metamorphism, 

and high temperature hydrous alterations all lead to an increase in magnetization of rocks 

either by increasing the magnetic 8u<:cepbbly or by creating new magnetite, while low 

temperature alteration process, extreme oxidation and granitization or metasomatism tend 

to destroy magnetite. 

The proportion of magnetite in igneous rocks tends to decrease with increasing acidity so 

that acid igneous rocks, although variable in their magnetic behavior are usually less 

magnetic than the basic igneous rocks (Keary et at, 1984). ht practice most of the 

crystallineJocks of igneous origin such as granite, basalt and gabbro are sufficiently 

magnetic to influence the geomagnetic field even when they are buried beneath thick 

overburden sediments (Vacquier, 1%3). On the other hand, sedimentary rocks may 

contain a great deal of iron as hydrous ferric oxide, hematite and siderite, but may be 

deficient in magnetite. Low temperature, high oxidizing environment and sedimentation 
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process are responsible for little magnetite content in sedimentary rocks. Therefore 

unmetamorphosed sediments are practically non-magnetic (Grant, 1984185). Secondary 

magnetite in metamorphic rocks is produced at all levels of regional metamorphism. 

Mostly it develops under rather low-grade condition by the conversion of hematite or 

under high-grade condition due to the breakdown of hydrous (Fe, Mg) silicates such as 

biotite and hornblende. Total iron content and oxidation state are the most important 

aunlmtes of secondary magnetite fonnation. The first fixes an upper unit on the potential 

productions, while the second controls the partitioning of iron between the oxide and 

silicate phases. 

As mentioned earlier, local distortion in the geomagnetic field would be used to study 

subsurface structures and for prospecting purposes. Nothing has so far been said how 

these geological features are related to the quantity and di'ltnbution of magnetite in rocks 

into useful form. In this topic again, Grant (1984/85) in his second article offers an 

excellent discussion. Redeposited ores, the probable case of mineralization in Katta, in 

veins and fractures are associated with 

a. major faulting with associated shear and fracture zones. 

b. extensive zones of alteration usually but not always, associated with the above 

c. post kinematic intrusions which act as heat sources to drive the ore bearing fluids 

through the conduits. 

These structural setups are suitably prepared sites to receive many epigenetic types of ore 

deposits. Thus, one of the indirect tactical approach in ore prospecting happens to be a 

matter of tracing and mapping ground structures. These structures are also related to the 

magnetite content in two ways. First, tectonic zones in which major faulting and 
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fracturing have occurred are more penneahle to weakly oxidizing or reducing aqueous 

solutions that, if they pass through in sufficient quantities, may cause chemical alteration 

along their path. On the other hand, grO\md water descending into shear or fracture zones 

will cause magnetite to oxidize into hematite, thus lowering the magnetic intensity along 

the fault zone. On the other hand, hot solutions rising through these weak zones towards 

the surface may lead to an increase or decrease the magnetite pattern. Genera1ty, it would 

seem that the quantity of magnetite in tectonic zones may be enhanced or diminished 

depending upon the nature of aqueous solution. Second, the much more direct relation 

particularly in prospecting massive sulphide deposits, reduces to the association between 

magnetite and deposition environment of ore bodies discussed earlier topic. 

Another magnetic feature of rocks is remanent mignetization-a nuisance in the 

interpretation of magnetic data. The inherited magnetization remaining after the removal 

of an applied field is known as remanent or permanent magnetization.!' Primary remanent 

magnetization may be acquired either as an igneous rock solidifies and cools through the 

curie temperature of its magnetic minerals or as the magnetic particles of sediment a1ign 

with in the earth's field during sedimentation. Secondary remanent magnetization may be 

impressed later in the history of a rock as magnetic minerals recrystallize or grow during 

diagenesis or metamorphism (Keary et at, 1984). 

One of the main purposes of the EM method is to search for conducive ore bodies, 

whose conductivities are much greater than the host medium. Ores like graphite, 

pyrrhotite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena, magnetite, and arsenopyrite, are good conductors 

of electricity, and hence are suitable targets of EM methods (parasnis, 1975). The 
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method, however, Sllffers from the drawback that such a high anomaly can be caused by 

disturbing bodies of largely minor interest located near the surface in the survey area. 

These anomalous fields could be caused by non-economic conductive sources or have 

different origin such as man made or magnetote11wic noise. Graphite and water filled 

shear zones, for example, are a nuisance non-economic conductive sources. 

4.3 elementes of EM and magnetic methods 

4.3.1 magnetic method 

A scalar magnetometer measures the earth's total magnetic field, B,. This field may be 

expressed in terms of its component as. 

B,= B.+ M3 

where B. is the normal geomagnetic field at the measuring position, and M3 is the 

anomalous magnetic vector setup as a resu1t of induction, permanent magnetization, 

diurnal variation, secular effect, etc. 

The geomagnetic field at any point on the earth's surface can be completely specified by 

the geomagnetic elements. These include the horizontal field, H; the vertical field, Z; and 

the declination, D. Among these magnetic elements, D is the least sensitive to changes in 

the dhnensions and magnetic properties of subsurface body. It is therefore never used by 

itself in accurate magnetic work. Of the remaining, namely H, Z and B anyone or more 
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can be chosm for measuring the respective anomalies M, I'll, and M3.L~ The anomaly 

vector in the total field is 

M3 = B,-Bo 

and its magnitude is 

M31 = IB.-Bol 

= (.t.,:z} + MI2) 112 

Since a proton magnetometer measures only magnitudes of the total field, B.; and the 

main field, Bo; is practical1y estimated from International Geomagnetic reference field 

(lGRF) maps, and the anomaly actually calculated in geophysical prospecting is 

M3=IB,I-IBol 

= (H/ + z/i12 - (Ro2 + Zo2i12 

Let the anomaly produce a vertical component !rl and a horizontal component LUI at an 

angle a to Ro. Only that part of LUI in the direction of Ho, namely MI', win contn'bufe 

to the anomaly (Keary et at, 1984). 

MI' =LUIoCOSa 

Thus, 

I Br 12 = <I Bo I + I M3i)2 

= (Ho + MI' i + (Zo + !rl i 
If this equation is expanded, the relationship between the geomagnetic elements, namely 

Bo = Ho + z., are substituted and the insignificant terms in f:,. ignored the above 

equation reduces to 
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Substituting the relations: Llli'= H.Cos a, Sin 1= ZofBo, and Cos 1= HoIBo, yield 

Lill = ~ Sin I + Llli Cos I Cos a. 

where I is the inclination of the geomagnetic field. 

This approach can be used to calculate the magnetic anomaly caused by magnetic bodies 

represented by dipole, monopoles and 2-D configurations to be compared with total field 

anomalies obseIVed by total field magnetometers. 

4.3.2 EM method 

Distortions in the intensity and direction of a primary field may be analyzed in terms of 

subswface conducting features in a manner analogues to the study of geomagnetic 

distortions considered earlier. The amplitude-phase relationship between the primary and 

distorting (secondary) fields at the receiVing position are best explained with the help of 

vector diagrams, which are found ahnost in all standard geophysics text books. Interested 

readers may refer to one of these books for the diagram and further discussion. 

Otherwise, a phase difference of (1112 +<1» is introduced between the primary and 

secondary fields due to inductive coupling between the transmitter and the conductor in 

the subsurface, and electrical properties of the conductor (Telford, 1976). On the other 

hand, the mathematical problem of propagation, attenuationand generation of EM fields 

are governed by the Maxwen's equations. Assuming a harmonicaDy varying 

quasistationary field [exp(-j«lt)] the Maxwen's equations in isotropic homogeneous media 

reduces to 

VxE=IIUOH 
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VxH =crE 

V.H=O 

V.E=O 

The above relations again assume a fann of the wave equations when taking Curl of the 

first two equations and making use of the vector identity Curl Curl F + grad div F-\72F, 

i.e. 

V2E = jO/lffiE 

V2H = jOJUOH 

These equations govern the propagation of quasi-static electric and magnetic fields in an 

isotropic homogeneous medium. 

If a plane-polarized magnetic field is considered to be traversing in the x-direction and 

varying sinusoida1ly with time; such simplification may give a good insight about the 

fundamental solution of the EM wave equation. The solution for such a case will be 

Hy = Ho exp[-az+ j(rot - az)] 

Where, a = ..J( ro ~o/2) 

The factor exp( -az) characterizes the attenuation of the wave with propagation distance, 

Z. This indicates that the magnetic field will propagate through a given medium without 

much attenuation when the quantity ..J(OlJIDI2) is small and vice versa (Ibid). 
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, 
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beginning and end of each profile sUlVey, repetitive measurements were recorded at a 

base station established in the outskirts of the survey area. 

In the EM survey, only five profiles from 100S to SOOS were covered because the time 

for the field work allowed the survey to be carried out on these lines. The IGS-2lEM-4 

working in the GENIE mode is employed, and two amplitude ratios for a pair of 

frequency signals have been recorded at each observation station. The GENIE mode 

comprises three components: the receiver, sensing coil and the transmitter. The reference 

and signal frequencies were generated by the 1M-2 portable EM transmitter and the ratio 

change was measured using the IGS-2lEM-4 receiver; both ins1ruments are of Scintrex 

produce. A reference frequency of 112.5 Hz and signal frequency of 337.S Hz; and 

another reference frequency of 337.S Hz and signal frequency of 3037.5 Hz were 

selected for the survey. The transmitter receiver separation was kept at 100m spacing and 

reading was taken at 10 m picket interval. The traverse lines were in the east-west 

direction perpendicular to the baseline with 34if azimuth. 

4.4.2 data processing 

The magnetic field data were corrected for diurnal variation by adding or subtracting the 

amount dtff from each measurement where d is an increase or decrease in readings at 

base station during an interval T, and t is the time at which measurement was taken after 

the initial base station reading. In order to compute the magnetic readings and EM data at 

regular points of gridding system, an automatic computer program working on the 

principle of bicubic spline interpolation method was used. Total field contour map is 
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finally prepared at a scale of 1:4000 and contour interval of SOy have been chosen based 

on the data density. 

Furlhennore, profile plots have been generated for each frequency pair of the EM data, 

with the midpoint between the transmitter and receiving coil reckoned as the Obsetvatioo 

point. 

4.4.3 Interpretation 

4.4.3.1 magnetic Interpretation 

Fig. 8 represents a map of magnetic data obtained from profiles l00S to 6OOS. In places 

where Precambrian metamorphic and igneous rocks are prevalent, high frequency 

magnetic effects originating from near surface sources usua11y dominate the anomaly 

map. The magnetic map also contains highs and several low amplitude, and short 

wavelength anomalies that are evidently controlled by localized bodies of different nature. 

The map comprises two major conspicuous features: linear magnetic lows of different 

level and magnetic highs confined to the southern of the map. Both features are. of prime 

interest in this research study for they are manifestation of the underground structure and 

mineralization in the study site. In addition, it can be noteworthy the weak anomalies 1ying 

just along profiles lOOS. 

Magnetic data are often used to locate the boundaries of rock units either having differing 

magnetic content or otherwise. These boundaries, in parables of structural geologists, are 

of faults, lithologic contacts, shear zones, fractures, fissures, etc. The first part of this 
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section deals with the results of magnetic survey in efficiently tracing the linear trend of 

such weak zones. 

Nearly linear magnetic minima shown and mentioned earlier are attnbuted to a shear zone 

trending in the SE-NW direction. For comparison with this belt of low magnetic intensity, 

the zone is characterized by h1gh resistivity gradient in the resistivity pseudosection and 

surface contour. The negative peak values, beyond a sharp drop to the backgrOlmd leve~ 

obtained in some locations along the zone entail more explanation than the possible 

association of magnetic minima not unusual to such structures. Hankel and Gumlen 

(1977) have thoroughly investigated this phenomenon and obtained petrophysical 

explanation to the situation. They made in situ magnetic susceptibility measurement and 

studied the content of opaque minerals in polished section. As a result, they found a sharp 

drop in magnetic susceptibility by a higher factor than the decrease in remanent 

magnetization which, in effect, resulted in the relatively high Q-value. This mild effect in 

the remanent magnetization is said to be due to several factors such as: 

(1) Stability of the remanent component during oxidation. 

(2) a created chemical remanence in the hematite. 

(3) a created remanence in the smallest magnetite residuals. 

However, the dominating effect on the sharp decrease of the susceptibility and hence 

increased Q-value, is due to the oxidation process that led to an increase of hematite at 

the expense of magnetite. In such situations, the content of Fe-hydroxide can also be 

considerable, indicating that the magnetite has also been hydrated. Therefore, the degree 

of martitization and hydration is the cause for the variation of susceptibility. Both 
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processes indicate near-surl8ce alterations at low temperature, high oxygen and the 

presence of water. The lower magnetic minimas and the associated negative peaks may 

therefore be ascnDed to oxidation, hydration and increased Q-vaJue along the shear zone. 

For the magnetic low belt, consolidating ground evidences are observed during the 

survey. Gossan of probably Iimonites and magnetite bearing crop out in a definite 

direction that trends approximately along the sharp magnetic gradient in the centraJ-east 

part of the contour map. From general experience, structures of vet)' low magnetic relief 

in magneticaJly disturbed environments have important implication in prospecting for 

mineral ores. 

Anomaly maxima is clearly distinguishable between profiles 500S and 6OOS. This zone is 

associated with IP peak (Fig. 6) and involve pyrite-chalcopyrite mineraJizati0n as proved 

by the diamond drilling carried out earlier. The fact that the susceptibility of these ore 

minerals is too low to create such anomaly peaks would lead one to attn'bute this effect to 

the presence of magnetite in the indicated region. 

Besides these main maximas, the magnetic map includes low and weak anomalies mainly 

along profile 100S. They are partly outlined in the IP contour maps, and their probable 

causes have been discussed in the IP interpretation part. Profile plots from EM data also 

show much more conspicuous anomalies between profile lOOS and 200S. The 

interpretation is thus left to the forthcoming section that deals with the EM swvey result. 
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4.4.3.2 EM Interpretation 

Field CU1Ve8 for the profiles from l00S to 500S are shown in Fig. 9. The ratio change at 

337. 5Hz and 3037.5 Hz signal frequencies with their respective reference frequencies of 

112.5 and 337.5 are plotted for each traverse. The theoretical model response CU1Ve8 

given in GENIE interpretation manual were derived from three model types including 

dipping thin plate in a non-conductive host. These have been generated using a plate 

program as developed by the Geophysical Laboratory of the University of Toronto 

(Scintrex Limited, 1986). For the qualiWive intetpretation of the field results, we use this 

Ci:taIogue of CU1Ve8 generated for the plate modeL 

The similarity between the theoretical curves for dipping plate and the field data of 

profiles l00S, 2008, and 300S, particularly for the 3037.5/337.5 frequency pair, is 

striking. It appears that conducting bodies are present west of the baseline at shallower 

depth. The possible graphitic zone outlined by the IP survey is supposed to give rise to 

the GENIE anomaly curves found in profiles 1008 and 200S, whilst the anomaly in 

profile 300S has a different origin. The disparity of the positive peaks in the response 

curves over profiles 1008 and 200S indicates that the graphite lens is dipping towards 

east. The anomaly on profile 300S is, however, correlated to copper mineralization as 

proven from geochemical sampling and bore hole 9, and 9B (Fig. 4) sank about 20 m 

west of the baseline along the profile (Ball, 1982). From the geological map, profile 3008 

is found to lie just over weathered fracture zone that has probably undergone supergene 

enrichment (Ibid). 
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The nature of the response curves for profiles 400S and SOOS is quite different from the 

earlier case. No significantly similar model curves could be obtained for these field 

curves. Thus, the fonowing interpretation scheme is mainly made based on the model 

response results stated in the discussion part of the GENIE interpretation manual: The 

positive shoulder flanked by peak minima on either side of the response curves observed 

in both profiles involve depth relationship of the conducting body to coil separation (L). It 

is described that when large value of 1, as much larger as I.Sh (h-depth depth to target), 

is maintained the minima peaks tend to attain negative values, each centered 

approximately over one edge of the body. Since the response curve over profile 400S 

mets these conditions, the causative body is estimated to have about 185 m dimension in 

the east-west direction, and buried at about 70 m beneath the surface. As the log result at 

borehole No 4 (AZ 60, Inclination-45°, assmned coordinates 413 S, 104 W relative to the 

baseline) also indicates, a zone of scattered chalcopyrite with pyrite mineraliz1tion is 

intersected approximately between 138 m and 188 m in chlorite schists; which 

corroborates the estimated depth. Finally, regarding the choice of frequency pairs, It 

would be possible to say that the 337.51 211.5 Hz pair is found to be inappropriate, 

except in certain conditions where the conductor lies at very shallow depth. The other 

frequency pair, though It has enable the survey to map most of the conductive zones 

effectively, it has also missed some mineralized zone that may have economic importance 

owning to its limited depth of penetration. As shown earHer-.in the IP contour maps· 

relatively deeper anomalous bodies along profile 200S (East of the base line), 4OOS, 500S 

and 600S have been identified which are not clearly shown in the EM profile plots. 
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5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 conclusion 

The most important and testing part in geophysical prospecting is the incorporation of 

separate geophysical results into one set of data system so that making good use of the 

integrated data will guarantee a reliable information about the targets sought. The 

structures and mineralized zones in Katta IT are proof for the above assertion. The study 

has had two-fold objectives of delimiting the weak zones and investigating their 

association to base metal mineralization. Successful outcomes have been achieved in both 

cases. 

Of the various correlations the most striking one is between the IP/resistivity 

pseudosection and the magnetic maps. The structural dislocation trending nearly in 

NW-SE direction reveals low magnetic zone that correlates wen with high gradient 

contour in the IPlResistMty pseudosection, thereby indicating the shear zone location. 

The shear zone has previously been indicated in many of the Geological maps of Katta 

area as inferred structure. 

Another weak zone, which orthogoaJly intersect the previous shear zone, is also identified 

along profile l00S from the resistivity and magnetic maps. It is correlated vet)' wen with 

the shear zones in Fig. 3 that have a strike azimuth of 600_700 NE direction 

(Soukhoroukov, 1982). 
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The resistivity and magnetic methods are found to be best suited for ascertaitUng the 

shear zones, so are the IP and EM methods in the search for the ore deposits. 

Neverlheless, corroboration between the four methods was evident in certain instances. 

For example, anomaly responses from an the methods have consistently been observed 

between profiles 400S and 6OOS, the area that might have undergone supergene 

enrichment to yield the high grade chalcopyrite-pyrite ore body. Besides the underlain 

causative body along profiles l00S and 200S, that has been left doubtful as to whether it 

is graphite lens or not, has been outlined by the EM, IP and resistivity maps. In most 

cases, an methods show anomaly response over suspected zones of mineralization. 

The wolk involves from identifying shallower depth anomalies through recognition of 

deep targets south of the survey area that may have economic importance, a'ld their 

relation to the shear structures in the area. Thus, by comparing the results of the 

geophysical study made in Katta II with the available geological information, It is possible 

to trulke the following concluding remaIks: 

1. The geophysical anomalies observed along profiles 400S, 500S, 600S and probably 

also in the successive profiles could be associated with ore mineralization 

2. The ore distribution appear to be structure controlled as they tend to be confined to 

fractures affected by weathering. 

3. The most significant outcome of this study is that the fracture patterns are 

successfully identified and they are compatible to the existing geological results. 
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5.2 recommendation 

In this paper, we have attempted to show the general nature of shear structures and their 

spatial relation to base metal mineralization based on integrated geophysical, geological 

and bore hole infonnation. Perhaps the single most difficulty in this work was the 

abundance of graphitic schist in the area and the limitation in the application of electrical 

methods to discriminate it from the response of base metal bearing ore bodies. Additional 

work for understanding of the anomalous zones and quantitative description require an 

examination of a wide rage of geometrical and physical parameters. There are also 

important geometric properties of the Katta shear zone such as depth, width and strike 

extent that may need further consideration. This is obviously an area for further 

investigation both from academic and economic point of interest In brief some of the 

tactical approaches we suggest that could be worthwhile in dealing with the above 

problems are: 

1. Spectral study using the frequency domain 1P and radiometric investigation of the 

suspected mineralized zones. 

2. From qualitative assessment of the geophysical results, the low resistivity and high 

chargeability broad zone has been interpreted as depression zone. But, it may be 

verified if gravity smvey~ carried out and geological section is produced. Thus, this 

will be an interesting problem that may require further investigation too. 

3. As far as the geometrical quantities of the shear zones are concerned they may be 

estimated if the available magnetic data is further processed and quantitatively 

interpreted. 
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